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A DALES HIGH WAY (APPROXIMATELY 90 MILES AND 14 000 FEET OF ASCENT) – MARY LEDWICK
The Wednesday Wanderers are planning to do A Dales Highway in the spring and early summer of 2020. The
route goes from Saltaire in West Yorkshire to Appleby-in-Westmorland and
those of us who completed the walk in 2015 feel that it is well worth repeating.
The walk will probably take 9 or 10 Wednesdays. For those new to the
Wednesday long walks we usually use our own cars, public transport or taxis to
facilitate a linear walk and start each week where we finished the previous
week. Consequently it is sometimes necessary to know in advance who will be
coming each week.

For those who are interested, further information is available from the links
below and downloadable files are available for those with the appropriate
technology.

Long Distance Walkers Association website

https://www.ldwa.org.uk/ldp/members/show_path.php?path_name=Dales+High+Way

A Dales High Way website
https://www.daleshighway.co.uk/index.htm

In recent years our spring/summer long
walks have been:

2014

Dales Way

2015

Dales High Way

2016

Wainwright's Way

2017

Two Roses Way

2018

Abbott's Hike

2019

Dales Celebration Way

------------------------------------------------------------------

Sunday 18th March. Grand Theatre, Clitheroe.
An Evening with Doug Scott CBE : The Hard Road to Everest.
Doug gives a fascinating insight into how a lad born in Nottingham during WW11 got into
climbing in Derbyshire and how this led him to Everest in 1975. Proceeds from the evening
will support the work of Community Action Nepal www.canepal.org.uk and include a sale of
Nepalese goods, an auction signed framed mountaineering prints and a book signing by
Doug.
7.00pm for 7.30pm. Tickets £15/£13.50 for club members/ £10 U18.
Booking: 01200 421599. www.thegrandvenue.co.uk.

Wednesday Walk 15th Jan 2020 - Jim Cunningham
The wind howled and the rain beat down …… on the Monday and
Tuesday before our walk. But Wednesday dawned sunny and clear
as we gathered at Roddlesworth Wood, Tockholes. Fourteen (or so)
quickly ascended to Darwen Tower with magnificent views. Then to
Sunnyhurst wood and lunch by the duck pond, entertained by Kev
Massey, who was trying to recover a plastic bag which had blown
into the pond. We then followed the high level route through
Sunnyhurst and back to Roddlesworth wood for a walk round the
reservoir. Then to the Royal for an excellent pint (for some).
Thirteen kilometres, all in beautiful sunshine!

22nd January. Waddington Walk.

Distance : 10 miles. - Andy Lowe

Warnings had gone out a couple of days before that it would be wet and muddy underfoot so walkers were advised
to bring gaiters or waterproof trousers. Sure enough 16 people turned up at a damp Waddington, well attired, some
having been delayed by fog induced congestion on the motorway. After a quick coffee in the Higher Buck things
hadn’t improved so we set off in the mist along the road and through the first of our muddy fields heading down to
the river.
The route took us along the Ribble to Grindleton then ascending gradually to the plantation on Grindleton Fell.
Walking through mist we arrived at the plantation near Pinewood (not the film studio) and met up with Mary who
was taking a different route. Here we had lunch but we could see very little through the clag so no wonder members
were keen to continue. We took the path up through the wet forest, climbing up to what I had hoped to be a view
point at a cairn above Bradford Fell. The sun was trying its best to make an appearance through the murk as we
came out of the trees and headed for the cairn. As the first person reached the pile of stones, like a revelation, the
clouds opened up to display blue skies and warm sun with a sea of white cloud inversion below and around us. We
could see the top of Waddington Fell with the radio mast to our right and the bulk of Pendle Hill rising above the
cloud base like a huge whale. This was a remarkable change. We stood bathed in sunshine for several minutes as if
we had discovered a new world. (cont--)

Soon we had to continue and we descended onto the cold, grey, misty, bog that was Bradford Fell. We had to cross
this and then follow Waddington Brook down to the village. Down we went through tracks that had turned to
streams and across fields that tried to suck the boots off your feet, eventually arriving at the warm, cosy, Lower Buck
Inn were we treated ourselves to tea or beer and some of us managed to sample “Young” Bernard’s special mince
pies. (Not mine-Ed.)

-----------------------------------------------My Last Munro - David Buchanan.
A belated thanks to those LMC members who joined
me on Carn a'Mhaim in the Cairngorms on 25th May
2019. They were: Mark and Janette Braithwaite (and
Harvey), Bernard & Josie Smith and Richard Toon. I
much appreciate the effort they made to be with me.
Others who made the trip were several members of
my family (including three of my grandchildren) and
friends from the Edinburgh JMCS and the SMC.

Most of the party cycled into Derry Lodge from Linn of Dee. We then walked along the fairly well established route
to the summit. My son Stuart and his family had cycled in the night before and camped, so they were well ahead of
us on the walk, but we all arrived at the top at about the same time. Two of my friends David and Mary-Lucy More,
heroically walked from the Cairngorm car park, over Ben Macdui, and arrived a bit later (they camped on their return
walk). We had the summit to ourselves, and, despite an overcast sky and some airborne dampness we had good
views of the Cairngorms, though not quite as far as Bynack Mor, my first Munro over 50 years before. After the usual
celebrations, the weather deteriorated as we made our way back to the bikes and a speedy descent to Linn of Dee.

A Wednesday Walk 29th Feb.2020
Barbon Low Fell and Hoggs Hill from Barbon. –Craig Hinkins
Following the usual pattern we met for a brew, today it was at The Churchmouse in Barbon with its famous range of
cheeses. Numbers grew and eventually we numbered 15. The start of the walk passed the photogenic church and led
up the drive of Barbon Manor before turning off on the bridleway up Barbondale above the beck. Mary joined us for
this part of the walk as the going was reasonably level, that was her excuse but I think it was to check we didn’t get
lost. Mary does take her role of being our leader very seriously, perhaps at present the first W of WW should be
inverted and make it MW, Mary’s Wanderers. There was a lot of tree clearance along the bridleway and a very great
deal of new planting making the hillsides bright green with the very necessary plastic sapling protecting tubes.
Eventually the bridleway came out onto sheep cropped hillside and then we came to Blindbeck Bridge which we used
rather than the ford below it. We walked down the road to the bridleway over to Bullpot Farm, the Red Rose Caving
Club Hut. Mary left us here and set off to walk down the road to Casterton, warning us to not get lost and to make sure
we didn’t have lunch until we had completed all the climbs. The group spread out for the first climb of the day and the
cloud ceiling came down to meet us. When we reached Bullpot we were very naughty, as Mary was not with us, and
we trespassed in the back garden of the Cavers Hut and ate an early lunch before we had completed all the day’s
climbs. The rain started and the wind picked up during lunch, but with all the bonhomie and chatter who cared. One
WW was enjoying his lunch so much he protested, when most of us had finished and packed away, that he had only
had eaten two courses and still had his dessert and coffee to partake of. We wandered along the road below Hoggs
Hill to the footpath above Gale Garth with the top of the hills in the clag. The grassy footpath led us up to the large
cairn on Brownthwaite Pike where spectacular views can be seen in clear weather, but not today. The trig point NE of
us appeared out of the mist for a few seconds so we could see our next waypoint. This area of Access Land is
however divided up by walls and fences with no styles or gates so we tackled the obstructions in the usual careful non
destructive fashion and left behind only our thanks and no desolation. The route from the trig point to Hoggs Hill is
marked as boggy on the map and so it is, sedge, moss and cotton grass but surprisingly nobody was lost in a morass.
In fact it was difficult to tell if boots and gaiters had been wetted from the bogs or the rain which was falling heavily.
We headed N from Hoggs Hill sticking to the hillocks to go round the valley of Nanslope Moss which could
occasionally be seen through the mist. With Barbondale below us we turned into the wind and driving rain, following
the crest hillocks round until we dropped onto the diagonally descending track off the west side of the fell down to the
road. As we walked down the road we saw Barbon Manor on the hillside above the bridleway we had walked up that
morning and from which it was hidden. French Chateau style, what a beautiful looking house, even through the rain.
Mary met us as we descended to Barbon and checked we were all present and correct. There had been a couple of
times during the day when counts had been made to check everyone had caught up, not really approved of by LMC
diehards, but Mary does not like it when we lose anyone. It is difficult to count folks when they are milling around and
often several mental counts had to be made as some WWs are smaller than others (Josie) and hide in the group.
Despite the rain a good day was had and we finished off in the Pheasant at Casterton putting the world to rights and
discussing the day over tea and Black Sheep. The only complaint during the day was from one veteran WW who
complained about the slippery rocks and greasy path, but I suspect it was more to do with the Tricouni nails on his
boots being worn.

From the Committee
Cae Ysgubor: (a) Weekend use. Members should check on website whether it is booked by other groups.
https://lancsmc.org/lmc/calendar/hut-bookings/. If it’s an exclusive booking there are no beds available, if not
members can use the downstairs en- suite room.
(b)Working weekend. Fri 20th-Sun22nd March. !2 volunteers to decorate inside and out. Contact;
chris.walker032@btinternet.com. Red rope will complete the work on the following weekend.
Blea Tarn Loft: Work has gone on to make it more comfortable thanks to Wardens Dave Faulkner & Jon Ellis. There
are plans, over the next couple of years, to install showers, improve the heating, and to replace the septic tank with
a new waste treatment plant.
Club Dinner, November 2021. Following the success of last year this has been booked at the Shap Wells Hotel again.
However we are looking for suggestions for 2022. Please let us know if you have any ideas. Don’t be shy.

Social Meets.
Tues 3rd March;
10-10-10. Everyone’s opportunity to talk for 10 mins on something they did 10 years ago with
the help of 10 slides. Humour is encouraged. Success depends on YOU contributing.
Tues 7th April;
Mountain & Outdoor Photography by Jim Cunningham. Jim will explain some of the “rules”
which might help you compose your photographs. We will then look at lots of mountain photos to see how well they
fit the “rules”.
All at St. Joseph’s Social Centre, School Lane, Brinscall. (Bar available)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Norway 2020 - Richard Toon.
I’d always been a bit cautious about Norway in January. Short desperately cold
days. I was right about the daylight, we needed to be departing the cliff by 4pm to
avoid being caught out. But the temperature was kind, hovering around freezing
each day. I never got my cosy duvet out of its stuff sac. We went in January because
that was when my Norwegian friend Knut could fit us into his small house in Oppdal
in mid Norway, some 100km or so south of Trondheim, to where we flew. A small,
but quality LMC ice-climbing group! We could have found more accommodation
had there been more takers. So Steve Lyon, Dave Medcalf, Nancy Savickas from the
States and myself, climbed with Knut for 10 days or so. We had one rest day and
another skiing on the local pistes, which Dave and I had to ourselves on a glorious
day! We climbed on all the other days. It was great to be able to benefit from the
local knowledge that Knut brings. He’s the third generation of climbers in the
family- both his dad and grandad were Presidents of the Norwegian Alpine Club.
The climbs were generally well-formed with chunky ice - great for the ice screws and sharp tools. I’ve really now got
into mono-point crampons and would never go back to the “old fashioned” twin points on water ice. I won’t list all
the routes - most are waterfalls or “fossen” with appropriate names. Because we effectively had a local guide, I
never even opened the excellent guide book! Just jumped in the Toyota hybrid each morning and followed Knut’s
four-wheel drive. However the guide book is fantastic and inspiring, if expensive. Norway is not supposed to be
cheap but our trip was very reasonable - especially the all-you-can-eat buffet in the cafe at the local shopping mall.
Just 149Kr, about £13.
One day we ventured a little further from the road than usual, with post-holing snow to
defeat. We went past a rather beautiful new chapel built next to the long-distance
footpath, the Pilgrim’s Way. One person decided to test out the gear and took a plunge
- I’ll conceal the embarrassment! But be assured that ice screws do work when tested to
the ultimate!
The most hairy part of the trip was on the car drive at night to Oppdal from the airport
in a blizzard and atrocious road conditions. Time to forget the brakes! We got caught
out by a plane fault on the way home, resulting in an overnight hotel in Trondheim. As
our return car journey from Manchester had to be hastily rearranged we had differing
routes back, myself via Aberdeen from Amsterdam - so I finished up on Northern rail.
And was done for not having my Senior Rail card to support my ticket!! Anyway, my
appeal against the fine has been upheld! We may well go back another year. There is
plenty still to do!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wed. Feb 13th.

Steel Fell, Calf Crag & Helm Crag - Steve Smith (Ces)

A somewhat chilly wander this one. Starting from the car park close to the Traveller’s Rest, it begins with a optical
illusion. Helm Crag and Steel Fell seem to be a similar height so it comes as a surprise to look down from the top of
Steel Fell (1814ft) to Helm Crag (1329ft).
This is an enjoyable walk any time of year although a quite boggy around Calf Crag and Gibson Knott. On this day
however the snow was down, in fact drifting in places, making the scenery all the more dramatic and freezing over
many of the bogs, so the going under foot was that bit easier. Refreshments were taken afterwards in the Traveller’s
Rest.

Pete Melling
Pam Melling has asked me to inform people of Pete’s new address and to let you know that he would
welcome visits. Please get in touch with Pam (01942 832623) if you want to arrange a visit. She will be able
to suggest a suitable time and update you on how Pete is.
Pete’s address is: Berkley House, Ellesmere rd., Pemberton, Wigan, WN5 9LA. If you visit Pete please note
that he doesn’t know that Brian has died, as Pam thought it best not to mention it.

26th Feb 2020. Scout and Cunswick Scars -

Grahame Watson

A group of 10 enjoyed an 11 mile walk from Sizergh in sunshine, a mostly dry Wednesday being a very rare event of
late!
On climbing up onto the limestone escarpment of Scout Scar a superb vista of snow clad, Lakeland
mountains and Pennine hills was revealed. In contrast
below and to our left the Lyth valley was so badly flooded
it resembled a large lake.
Whilst enjoying lunch in the 'Mushroom' shelter
on the summit we were able to play 'ldentify that
mountain'. 120 was the target set by the late
mountaineer A. Harry Griffin, but we didn't quite achieve
so many!
We returned via Cunswick Scar and the woods
close to Brigsteer. Another two members who are
recuperating well from injury also managed a very
credible similar length walk via the 'Mushroom' and back
via Kendal and by the River Kent. One of our oldest
members also made a solo climb up to the same lunch spot.
A very good day was rounded off with refreshments in the comfort of the Strickland Arms
===================================================

Mankinoles Weekend – November 2019

--- Grahame Watson

A select group of four (Richard T., Nigel, Andy L. and Grahame arrived on the Friday evening and found we had the
whole 32 bed hostel to ourselves!
After weeks of rain many bridleways were muddy and flooded so we decided to do
a hopefully dryer linear mostly off road 31 mile cycle ride on the Saturday from the
start of the Rochdale canal at Sowerby Bridge. We would follow it over the summit
of the Pennines with a diversion up to the cafe near Hardcastle Craggs for lunch.
The day started cool and dry and good progress was made. At 11 am at Luddenden
Foot a sign to 'The Secret Cafe' was an extra challenge we just had to try. After a wrong turn and then resorting to
asking directions we found the aptly titled cafe!
Fortified with coffee and cakes we continued on to Hebden Bridge. A very steep hill climb took us out of the town
and after a further long climb up through woods we arrived at Gibson Mill near Hardcastle Craggs.
After lunching there we made a very swift descent back into Hebden Bridge.
After climbing up to Summit village we descended into Littleborough ending the ride having cycled up and down by
46 locks including the deepest canal lock in England, below the Great Wall of Todmorden which is a huge brick
embankment and under a very fine castellated railway bridge spanning the canal south of the town.
Having seen sufficient industrial heritage we all decided to do a fine and contrasting circular walk on the Sunday on
the moors via Stoodley Pike and around to Gaddings Reservoir returning by the Basin Stone the Pennine Bridleway.
It was a very good weekend in a comfortable hostel with excellent biking and walking in the area and the weather
wasn't bad. It's just a pity more members weren't there to enjoy it with us.

From the archives
A Day Out with the Pensioner.

Bernard Smith

Craning my neck backwards I could see the silhouette of the Pensioner bridged across a steep corner willing it to
submit. “Looks steep up there” said a knowledgeable voice beside me. He was not wrong and I began to doubt the
wisdom of having agreed to a day’s climbing with the club’s most active pensioner.
It was a well prepared trap. I had been ensnared by an invitation to a planning meeting for the Patagonian trip, a
trip, in which, he had no intention of partaking. “Bring a harness, rope and stuff” he had said “ so you can show us
some glacier techniques.” Flattery gets you everything. I fell for it. It was just an excuse for a climbing weekend in
Wales. His regular partner had finally seen sense and retired, so I would have to do.
“We’ll climb in the Pass.” he announced at breakfast, and so it was decided. No pretence of democracy here. Now
having hardly put hand to rock for twelve months, I felt I should be allowed to contribute to the choice of routes. In a
brief flash of sympathy and understanding he agreed that I could lead Wrinkle as an appetiser and loosener, on
condition that we did a proper route afterwards. All this seemed quite reasonable at the time.
Optimism was rife however, as parking in the Pass is notoriously impossible, especially with a crack of noon start as
is traditional in the LMC. Somehow, however, he managed to intimidate an unfortunate tourist into surrendering his
parking place for our benefit, and we were soon plodding up to Carreg Wastad.
The sight of other climbers on “our” routes soon had his competitive juices flowing, not to mention some less than
polite language regarding the age, gender and nationality of what I had thought were kindred spirits. Both of the
easier routes were not only occupied but there was a queue at the bottom. This surprised me, as having been fed a
diet of High Magazine and Climber for years, I was under the mistaken impression that nobody climbed anything
under E3 anymore.
Hastily scanning the guide book for an unoccupied route we made the acquaintance of two Irishmen who had come
over from Belfast for a weekend’s climbing. One would have thought that such dedication warranted priority on the

crag. However, no quarter was given as they were thrust aside and we took possession of Skylon. It was a steep little
number, given hard severe in my guide, but secretly upgraded to VS over the years.Off went the Pensioner. He made
mincemeat of the first pitch and was soon on the steep corner, where he ground to a halt uttering grotesque oaths
as he cast about for inspiration. I thought it wise to ignore this and pretend I wasn’t with him. A pretence made
extremely difficult by the rope which stretched between us. Eventually the rope went taut, slowly moved, was pulled
in and victory was ours. I had no option but to follow. Twelve month’s lack of practice was soon left behind and to
my surprise I was enjoying myself. I had forgotten what fun this climbing business really is. The holds were where
they should be, the hard move left out of the corner just sort of happened, and soon I was coiling the ropes with the
Pensioner and revelling in the satisfaction that follows a good climb.
Never one to push my luck, I tentatively suggested that we should quit while we were ahead. After all, the crag was
crowded and the PYG was close. The Pensioner regarded me with contempt. “We’ll do Crackstone Rib” he said “It
will be empty by now” It is said that all things are relative, and it was relatively quiet. There were only three ropes
festooned on the route, one on each pitch. “They’ll be finished by the time we’re ready” announced the Pensioner. It
was my lead, and I was keen. Soon I joined the queue on the traverse, and the whole crag was treated to the
Pensioner’s views on the parentage of climbers of dubious ability, who clogged up the routes required by the more
gifted, who were unreasonably being kept waiting. He must have been referring to someone else. After a seemingly
endless period of time I was still admiring the view from the same perch and the Pensioner was apoplectic. I was just
thankful that I was not the bloke at the front of the lead rope, whose ears must, by now, have been blistered.
Eventually I was ordered down and given permission to lead Wrinkle.
Amazingly the route was empty, or so it appeared from the scree. Upon arrival at the first stance, which is big
enough for a committee meeting, I found it occupied by a large youth group. Once again I was left hopping from foot
to foot on a sloping traverse. I continued in this position for some time listening to the vitriolic enquiries drifting up
the crag from my aging companion, whose “patience” was being tried beyond all reasonable limits. I was between a
rock and a hard place, so I politely enquired as to the possibility of climbing through. This request was refused on the
grounds that some unfortunate novice was about to attempt his first ever lead. I changed feet and smiled. I
explained the situation to the Pensioner, who by now was approaching critical mass. “Well tell him to get a move
on.” he screamed (or words to that effect.) “The trouble with you Smith” he yelled “is that you’re too bloody polite!”
All this had less than an encouraging effect on the novice who was frozen half way up his first lead. The only part of
him moving was his right foot, which was vibrating alarmingly. Eventually he announced, what was obvious to
everyone, he was stuck. This news had a less than positive effect on the Pensioner’s blood pressure. Accordingly I
decided that it would be in everyone’s interest if I climbed past the traffic jam and lowered a top rope to the wreck
of humanity spread-eagled on the crag below. Once he was retrieved and secured to a bomb-proof belay I brought
up the Pensioner. He cruised through the multitudes, spreading goodwill and bonhomie generously in all directions
in an attempt to clear the crag of the last vestiges of competition. This technique seemed to be quite effective as we
then enjoyed an unencumbered ascent of Crackstone Rib in the evening sunshine.
All that remained was to terrorise every other road user on the drive back. This was accomplished with a panache
that many a younger man would have been proud of. Tourist after tourist was forced out of the way as we rushed
relentlessly towards the fleshpots of Bethesda. “We must do this again.” he said. But I doubt we could find a suitably
populated crag on a regular basis, and anyway, I’m not sure his doctor would approve.
No prize for guessing the pensioner’s identity—answer in the June Newsletter.

And Finally :----------I intend to publish the next newsletter in June. I would appreciate any contributions before the 1st
June but preferably A.S.A.P. They are best sent as attachments in Microsoft Word if possible but
any format (except pdf) will be OK. Photos are welcome, preferably not too high definition but I can
always reduce them. Please send to editor@lancsmc.org . Accounts of any of your exploits are
welcome, it doesn’t have to be a club meet or even a climb with other members.

